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Bro ard points

We will prove that inside any triangle

ABC ,

P (gure 1) su
∠P AB = ∠P BC = ∠P CA. This point is
the two Bro ard points of triangle ABC .
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Proof : Indeed, if ∠P AB = ∠P CA, then the ir um ir le of triangle ACP is tangent to the line AB
A. If S is the enter of this ir le, then S lies on the perpendi ular bise tor of segment AC , and the
line SA is perpendi ular to the line AB . Hen e, this enter an be onstru ted easily.
Therefore, point P lies on the ir le entered at S with radius SA. (Note : this ir le is not tangent
to line BC unless BA = BC ).
We an use the equation ∠P BC = ∠P CA to onstru t the ir le passing through B and tangent to
line AC at C .

at

P must lie on both ir les
C . Su h a point is unique.
The third equation ∠P AB = ∠P BC learly holds.
The Bro ard point

and be dierent from

We

an

onstru t the other Bro ard point

in a similar fashion, but in reverse order. We

Q
an

AP , BP , and CP a ross the angle
∠CAB , ∠ABC , and ∠BCA, respe ti-

also ree t lines
bise tors of

vely (gure 2).

Figure 1
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Questions
1.

First of all, we are going to explain the rst senten e of the proof :

a.

2.

b.
a.
b.

Explain the note in the se ond paragraph of the proof.
Draw a s alene triangle
Continue the

∠P BC

3.

AP S , that ∠BAP +∠P AS = 90◦ . (You may use the well-known
∠P SA = 2 × ∠P CA.)

Prove, by working in triangle
relation

ABC ,

onstru t point

onstru tion of the point

P

S

and the

ir le whose

holds and the statement about the other Bro ard point

Using ree tions about the three angle bise tors
onstru tion of

Q,

entre is

S.

then justify the fa t that the equation

AE , BF

and

CG

∠P AB =

Q.
of triangle

ABC ,

explain the

the se ond Bro ard point. (see g2)
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